
Symbol No......................

Encircle ‘ ◦’ the correct answer from the multiple choices.

Law

1. How many constitutions are promulgated in Nepal till this date?

(A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7

2. When was Supreme Court of Nepal established?

(A) 2010 B.S. (B) 2011 B.S. (C) 2013 B.S. (D) 2015 B.S.

3. The Constitution of Nepal, 2072 is the;

(A) General Law of Nepal (B) Fundamental Law of Nepal
(C) Customary Law of Nepal (D) Private Law of Nepal

4. Which is not the Constitutional Body?

(A) National Human Rights Commission (B) Election Commission
(C) National Senior Citizen’s Commission (D) Public Service Commission

5. Who gives license of the lawyer (advocate) to the law graduates in Nepal?

(A) Supreme Court (B) Nepal Bar Association
(C) Nepal Bar Council (D) Special Court

6. Law made by the Parliament is called;

(A) Judicial decision (B) Legislation (C) Custom (D) Rules
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7. Nepal is .

(A) Federal Democratic Republic State (B) Monarchial State
(C) Unitary State (D) Religious State

8. Who is the Chief legal advisor of the Government of Nepal?

(A) Chief Justice (B) Attorney General
(C) Law Minister (D) Comptroller & Auditor General

9. When was our present constitution 2072 promulgated?

(A) 21 Aswin, 2072 B.S. (B) 3 Aswin,2072 B.S.
(C) 27th Kartik,2072 B.S. (D) 21st Kartik,2072 B.S.

10. Which of the following is not a Source of law?

(A) Reason (B) Petition (C) Precedent (D) Professional opinion

11. Which is the Apex Court of Nepal?

(A) District Court (B) Special Court (C) High Court (D) Supreme Court

12. “Law is the finding of reality” is defined by:

(A) Austin (B) Holland (C) Salmond (D) Plato

13. “The task of law is social engineering” is the concept of:

(A) Roscoe Pound (B) Salmond (C) Bentham (D) Max Weber

14. Law is the ‘King of king’s’ is mentioned in:

(A) Quran (B) Veda (C) Mundhum (D) Upanishad

15. Which is private law?

(A) Criminal Law (B) Administrative Law (C) Family Law (D) Constitutional Law

16. Law of Gravitation lies under:

(A) Physical Law (B) Customary Law (C) Imperative Law (D) Conventional Law

17. Public law provides the legal relationship between:

(A) State and citizen (B) Citizen to citizen
(C) Corporation and citizen (D) Citizen and animal kingdom

18. The principle laid down by the Supreme Court is called;

(A) Legislation (B) Precedent (C) Custom (D) Rules
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19. University has the authority to make law, which is known as:

(A) Autonomous legislation (B) Supreme legislation
(C) Municipal legislation (D) Colonial legislation

20. Secularism means:

(A) Suppression of all religions.
(B) Freedom of worship to minorities.
(C) Separation of religion from State.
(D) A system of political and social philosophy that does not favor any particular religious faith.

21. Nepal opted for a Federal form of government because of:

(A) Vast territory (B) Cultural integration
(C) Linguistic and regional diversity (D) Administrative Uniformity

22. The source of Nepal’s sovereignty lies in the:

(A) President (B) Prime Minister
(C) People of Nepal (D) Preamble to the Constitution

23. The Constitution of Nepal 2072 comprises of:

(A) 308 Articles, 35 Parts and 9 Schedules (B) 371 Articles, 21 Parts and 11 Schedules
(C) 372 Articles, 20 Parts and 7 Schedules (D) 381 Articles, 23 Parts and 8 Schedules

24. Who gives the interpretation of the Constitution?

(A) Executive (B) Attorney General (C) Judiciary (D) Lawyer

25. Which is the first codified law of Nepal?

(A) Government of Nepal Act, 2004 B.S. (B) Muluki Ain, 1910 B.S.
(C) The Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007B.S. (D) Muluki Ain, 2020 B.S.

26. Ignorance of law is:

(A) Excusable (B) No excuse (C) Reasonable (D) Acceptable

27. Which one of the following is a fundamental duty of citizens?

(A) To sing National Anthem
(B) To pay equal wages to men and women
(C) guardians to provide for education to children between 6 and 20 years of age
(D) Compulsory enlist when the state needs the service
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28. Jurisprudence means. . .

(A) Knowledge of Law (B) Thought of the thoughts
(C) Science of Law (D) All of the above

29. Delegated legislation means

(A) Laws made by state legislature
(B) Rules, by-laws and regulations made by virtue of statutory powers
(C) Laws declared by the judges in judicial decision
(D) Administrative adjudication

30. The element of ‘immemorial antiquity’ is concerned with:

(A) Custom (B) Precedent (C) Juristic Writing (D) Legislation

General English

31-34. Read the following passage and choose the correct answer from the choices given

Countless studies have found that generosity, both volunteering and charitable donations, benefits
young and old physically and psychologically. “Volunteering moves people into the present and dis-
tracts the mind from the stresses and problems of the self,” said Stephen G. Post, founding director
of the Center for Medical Humanities. “Many studies show that one of the best ways to deal with the
hardships in life is not to just center on yourself but to take the opportunity to engage in simple acts
of kindness.” Studies show that when people think about helping others, they activate a part of the
brain called the mesolimbic pathway, which is responsible for feelings of gratification.

Helping others doles out happiness chemicals, including dopamine, endorphins that block pain
signals and oxytocin, known as the tranquillity hormone. Even just the thought of giving money to
a specific charity has this effect on the brain, research shows. Intuition tells us that giving more to
oneself is the best way to be happy. But that’s not the case, according to Dan Ariely, Professor of
Behavioural economics and psychology at Duke University. “If you are a recipient of a good deed,
you may have momentary happiness, but your long-term happiness is higher if you are the giver,”
Ariely said. For example, if you give people a gift card for a Starbucks cappuccino and call them
that evening and ask how happy they are, people say they are not happier than if you hadn’t given
it to them. If you give another group a gift card and ask them to give it to a random person, when
you call them at night, those people are happier. “People are happier when they give, even if they’re
just following instructions,” Ariely said. “They take credit for the giving and therefore are happier
at the end of the day.” The way we give is important, too, Ariely said. Taxes are a form of giving
that typically does not make Americans happy. “If you give directly from a pay check, we don’t pay
attention to it,” he said. “It’s the way we give and how we give that makes us happy. The key is
to give deliberately and thoughtfully so that other people benefit from it.” Research supports this,
and researchers started from a baseline of equal physical characteristics among study participants, so
it was not a case of healthier people being more willing to volunteer. [Source: By Terri Yablonsky,
originally published on Republican-American, September 2015]

Choose the correct option (31-34, based on the passage given)

31. Numerous studies have shown that in the form of volunteering and charity gifts,
helps us in terms of physical and mental health.

(A) Volunteering (B) Kindness (C) Meanness (D) Happiness
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32. “Mesolimbic pathway” is a part of the brain that gets activated when one thinks of helping others.
Which of the following best describes the feelings generated as a result of this activity?

(A) Meagre (B) Restraint (C) Aversion (D) Delight

33. Dopamine and endorphins prevent pain signals, and oxytocin when .

(A) You centre on yourself (B) You receive a gift
(C) You help others (D) None of the above

34. Which of the following best describes the main idea of the passage?

(A) Helping others is a simple way to stay healthier
(B) Be kind to others
(C) Happiness
(D) Giving can make you happier

35. Choose the prefix that should be added to ‘legible’ to form its antonym

(A) Dis (B) Mis (C) In (D) Il

36. What is the word class of the word underlined in the sentence: ‘I usually go to university on foot.’

(A) Noun (B) Verb (C) Adverb (D) Adjective

37. I could not find the solution the problem.

(A) about (B) to (C) in (D) of

38. The information provided to you wrong.

(A) was (B) were (C) have been (D) are

39. She got money than you did, but she does not care.

(A) little (B) littler (C) less (D) least

40. We have already finished our work. Its negative form is:

(A) We have already not finished our work (B) We have not already finished our work
(C) We do not have already finished our work (D) We have not finished our work yet

41. We kept on walking downpour.

(A) although (B) because (C) because of (D) in spite of

42. He said, ‘I am extremely sorry.’ He said that .

(A) he is extremely sorry (B) I am extremely sorry
(C) he was extremely sorry (D) he has been extremely sorry
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43. exercise he is doing is very easy.

(A) A (B) An (C) The (D) No article

44. ‘I hate people calling me early in the morning.’ Its passive is:

(A) I hate people being called for me early in the morning.
(B) I hate being called me early in the morning.
(C) I hate being called early in the morning.
(D) I hate having been called early in the morning by people.

45. You’d better work hard, ?

(A) Don’t you (B) Do you (C) Hadn’t you (D) Shall you

46. Susan her key. She is still searching for it.

(A) lost (B) has lost (C) loses (D) was lost

47. ‘Please shut the door now’. This is an example of sentence.

(A) declarative (B) exclamatory (C) interrogative (D) imperative

48. He is an introvert. He has very friends.

(A) few (B) little (C) less (D) much

49. Choose the correctly punctuated sentence

(A) Ryan, you need to perform well. (B) Ryan! You need to perform well.
(C) Ryan: You need to perform well. (D) Ryan; you need to perform well.

50. The day you win the Olympics medal will be the greatest day of my life

(A) whoever (B) when (C) that (D) whenever

51. When your friend always thinks the best thing happens, she is .

(A) outgoing (B) creative (C) pessimistic (D) optimistic

52. When something tastes disgusting, it is .

(A) good (B) awful (C) spicy (D) tasty

53. Which of the following words is the antonym of ‘vicious’?

(A) Cordial (B) Savage (C) Merciless (D) Passive
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54. What is another word that means the same as ‘nomadic’?

(A) Barbarous (B) Roving (C) Brave (D) Wild

55. When someone takes something from a shop without paying for it is called:

(A) Shoplifting (B) Pickpocket (C) Burglary (D) Hacking

Social Studies

56. Who was the famous king for justice?

(A) Prithivi Narayan Shah (B) Tribuvan Shah
(C) Ram Shah (D) None of above

57. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was declared on;

(A) 1969 A.D. (B) 1966 A.D. (C) 1948 A.D. (D) 1951 A.D.

58. Which is the largest geographical region of Nepal?

(A) Mountain (B) Hilly (C) Terai (D) Mid Terai

59. On what date did a massacre take place in the Narayanhiti Palace?

(A) 2055 B.S. (B) 2057 B.S. (C) 2058 B.S. (D) 2059 B.S.

60. When was the Maoists ‘people’s war’ begun?

(A) 2050 B.S. (B) 2051 B.S. (C) 2052 B.S. (D) 2053 B.S.

61. When Nepal did Sugauli treaty with East India Company?

(A) 1816 A.D. (B) 1945 A.D. (C) 1966 A.D. (D) 1855 A.D.

62. Who wrote the present National Anthem of Nepal?

(A) Bairagi Maila (B) Bovida Bartaman
(C) Pradeep Kumar Rai (D) Byakul Maila

63. When did the Kot Massacre event take place?

(A) 1895 A.D. (B) 1845 A.D. (C) 1846 A.D. (D) 1885 A.D.

64. Who is the head of the state in Nepal?

(A) Prime minister (B) Law Minister (C) Defense Minister (D) President

65. Which period is known as the Golden Age in the history of Nepal?

(A) Lichhivi Period (B) Kirat Period (C) Malla Period (D) Shah Period
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66. Who abolished the Sati system in Nepal?

(A) Juddha Samser (B) Dev Shunsher (C) Mohan Sumsher (D) Chandra Sumsher

67. What is the main work of Executive?

(A) To make law (B) To interpret law (C) To amend law (D) To implement law

68. Parliament of Nepal is based on the principle of:

(A) Bicameralism (B) Universal Adult Franchise
(C) Unicameralism (D) Federalism

69. What is the full-form of UNHCR?

(A) United Nations Human Commission Resource
(B) United Nations High Commission for Refugee
(C) United Nationals Humans Constitution Reforms
(D) None of above

70. The study of earthquakes is called :

(A) Selenology (B) Teleology (C) Seismology (D) Rheology

Analytical and Logical Reasoning

71. Pen is to poet as needle is to

(A) Thread (B) Button (C) Sewing (D) Tailor

72. Look at this series: 31, 29, 24, 22, 17, ... What number should come next?

(A) 15 (B) 14 (C) 13 (D) 12

73. Three of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which is the one that
does not belong to that group?

(A) Stem (B) Tree (C) Root (D) Branch

74. Pick the odd word out?

(A) Just (B) Fair (C) Equitable (D) Biased

75. Introducing a boy, a girl said, “He is the son of the daughter of the father of my uncle.” How is
the boy related to the girl?

(A) Brother (B) Nephew (C) Uncle (D) Son-in-law

76. Look at this series: 2, 1, (1/2), (1/4), ... What number should come next?
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(A) (1/3) (B) (1/8) (C) (2/8) (D) (1/16)

77. A cap is bought for Rs. 200 and sold it for Rs. 240, what is the profit percentage(%)?

(A) 40 (B) 25 (C) 20 (D) 10

78. Mahesh was facing east. He walked 20 metres. Turning left she moved 15 metres and then turning
right moved 25 metres. Finally, He turned right and moved 15 metres more. How far is he from her
starting point?

(A) 25 metres (B) 35 metres (C) 50 metres (D) 45 metres

79. A is older than B but younger than C. D is younger than E but older than A. If C is younger
than D, who is the oldest of all ?

(A) A (B) C (C) D (D) E

80. Here are some words translated from an artificial language.

� gorblflur means fan belt

� pixngorbl means ceiling fan

� arthtusl means tile roof

Which word could mean “ceiling tile”?

(A) gorbltusl (B) flurgorbl (C) arthflur (D) pixnarth

81. Read the following three statements.

� Blueberries cost more than strawberries.

� Blueberries cost less than raspberries.

� Raspberries cost more than strawberries and blueberries.

If the first two statements are true, the third statement is

(A) meaningless (B) true (C) false (D) uncertain

82. Posthumous Publication occurs when a book is published after the author’s death. Which situation
below is the best example of Posthumous Publication ?

(A) Richard’s illness took his life before he was able to enjoy the amazing reviews of his novel.
(B) Melissa’s publisher cancels her contract after she fails to deliver the manuscript on time.
(C) Clarence never thought he’d live to see the third book in his trilogy published.
(D) Sarah’s daughter accepts an award for literary work on behalf of her deceased mother.
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83. Read the following two statements:

� The Government has imported large quantities of sugar as per trade agreement with other
countries.

� The prices of sugar in the domestic market have fallen sharply in the recent months.

(A) First statement is the cause and the second statement is its effect.
(B) Second statement is the cause and first statement its its effect.
(C) Both the statements are independent causes.
(D) Both the statement are effects of some common cause.

84. Essential part of harvest is crop. What is the essential part of desert?

(A) cactus (B) arid (C) oasis (D) flat

85. Though the waste of time or the expenditure on fashions is very large, yet fashions have come to
stay. They will not go, come what may. However, what is now required is that strong efforts should
be made to displace the excessive craze for fashion from the minds of these youngsters.

The passage best supports the statement that:

(A) fashion is the need of the day.
(B) the excessive craze for fashion is detrimental to one’s personality.
(C) the hoard for fashion should be done away with so as not to let down the constructive development.
(D) work and other activities should be valued more than the outward appearance.

General Knowledge

86. Galileo was an Italian astronomer who:

(A) Developed the telescope
(B) Discovered four satellites of Jupiter
(C) Discovered that the movement of pendulum produces a regular time measurement
(D) All of the above

87. Who is the current Chief Minister of Gandaki Province?

(A) Prithvi Subba Gurung (B) Krishna Chandra Nepali Pokhrel
(C) Sher Bahadur Deuba (D) Biddya Devi Bhandari

88. How many local level are there in Gandaki Province?

(A) 85 (B) 80 (C) 82 (D) 84

89. What is the full-form of GOOGLE?

(A) Global Organization of Oriented Group Language of Earth
(B) Good Organization of Orientate Ground Lobbing in East
(C) Global Oriented Organization Grouping Level of E-commerce
(D) Global Oriented Organization Grouping Level of Enterprise
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90. According to the National Census 2078 B.S., what is the total population of Nepal?

(A) 2,91,92,480 (B) 2,64,94,504 (C) 2,50,80,202 (D) 3,00,57,234

91. Who is the founder of National Innovation Centre, Nepal?

(A) Bhagawan Koirala (B) Baburam Bhattarai (C) Mahabir Pun (D) Swarnim Wagle

92. “Democracy is the government of people, by the people for the people”. Who said this?

(A) Abharam Lincon (B) Aristotle
(C) Laski (D) Thomas Woodrow Wilson

93. When is Republic day celebrated in Nepal?

(A) Jestha 15 (B) Falgun 7 (C) Baishak 11 (D) Baishak 10

94. In which date the upcoming local level election is declared by the Government of Nepal?

(A) 5th Chaitra 2078 B.S. (B) 20th Baisakh 2079 B.S.
(C) 20th Chaitra 2078 B.S. (D) 30th Baisakh 2079 B.S.

95. Who is the Time magazine’s person of the year 2021?

(A) Joe Biden and Kamala Harris (B) Greta Thunberg
(C) Elon Musk (D) Vladimir Putin

96. What is the economic growth rate of Nepal in 2077/78?

(A) 1.5 % (B) 3.5 % (C) 5.5 % (D) 3.9 %

97. Seasons on earth are caused due to:

(A) The elliptical orbit of the earth
(B) Alteration/change in the speed of revolution of earth
(C) Inclination of earth on its axis of rotation
(D) Difference in the amount of energy received from the Sun

98. Which of the following is the brightest heavenly body in the evening/night sky?

(A) Jupiter (B) Saturn (C) Mars (D) Venus

99. Air is:

(A) An element (B) A compound (C) A mixture (D) A colloid

100. The language of discourses of Gautam Buddha was :

(A) Bhojpuri (B) Magadhi (C) Pali (D) Sanskrit

All the best !!!
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